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Lecture by Upton Close
W ill Terminate Outside

TUESDAY, APRIL 9. 1935

Scout Executive
IGross Enrollment
One-Act Plays
University Road Show
To Be Speaker
Shows
Increase
Here Thursday Are Scheduled
Over Last Year
W ill Close Successful

Entertainment Program E.
Dick Ormsbee Predicts One of Greatest Student Audiences
Will Attend Speech By Outstanding Authority
On Far Eastern Problems

VOLUME XXXIV. No. 46

Enter Goodman Will Address
Students and Townspeople
At Main Hall

E. Erner Goodman, director of di
visional programs of the National
Council of Boy Scouts, will address
a student-townspeople audience Thurs
day evening in Main hall. The sub
ject of Goodman’s address will be the
work of the Boy Scouts and the rela
tion of Boy Scouts and boys generally
to Scout leaders, teachers and adults
who are interested in youth move
ments.
The convocation is expected to at
tract students and townspeople who
are interested in working with boys.
Students who expect to do this sort of
work have been urged to hear Mr.
Goodman’s address.
Goodman has visited in Missoula be
fore and conferred with townspeople
and Boy Scout officials. This is his
first student convocation, however.
The program will start at 8 o'clock.
Dean R. C. Line of the business ad
ministration school and Percy Frazier,
local Boy Scout official, are in charge
of the program.

For Two Days

Bill to Be Offered Tomorrow
And Thursday; Student
Melodrama Included

Seven experienced university stu
dents have parts in the Spanish com
edy, “His Widow’s Husband,” by
I Prediction that one of the greatest state university student audiences
Jacinto Benevente, to be presented on
ever to hear a lecture would attend the Upton Close speech Friday
the Masquers’ spring quarter one-act
night was made by Dick Ormsbee, chairman of the Outside Entertain
program with Dave Duncan’s “The
ment committee, yesterday. The lecture closes the stellar five-point
Valley of Bine Shadows,” which was
^schedule of the current etate univer
awarded first prize in the Masquer
sity entertainment Beries.
playwriting contest conducted last
K Ormsbee said that the speech has Mountaineers
quarter. The plays will be given to
been set for Friday night at the Mlsmorrow night -and Thursday night,
soula county high school auditorium
with an 8:15 o'clock curtain. There
Combat Snow
; at 8:16 o'clock. While he did not know
will be no reserved seats, and students
the exact subject of Close's address
will be admitted on A. S. U. M. activity
here, the committee chairman said
OnEvaroTrip
tickets. Other admissions are 25 cents.
that it would be definitely a subject
Duncan’s prize-winning play is a
, connected with Far Eastern affairs.
melodrama, with setting in a comfort
pClose is the outstanding American Dr. Edward Little Conducts
able western ranch house. A large
authority on Japanese-Chinese-Slberstone fireplace is being constructed to
Group on Prize Trip
la'n problems.
make a realistic interior scene. Or
Up High Peak
I Tickets will be distributed Thursday
ville Skones, Missoula, is directing the
production, whose list of characters
and Friday at Main hall, from 9 to 12
Includes Carl Chambers, Billings, as
o'clock and 1 to 6 o’clock each day Ten Mountaineers took what Dr.
Lad Borden; Frances Davenport,
A letter from the manager of Close's Edward Little described as “the prize
Butte, Ruth Borden; Stratford Peter
( booking agency, Waiter Kicks of the trip considering the exertion," last
Sunday.
They
encountered
four
feet
son, Troy, Hank; Leonard Langen,
World Celebrities, said that Close is of snow on their trip up Evaro moun Y e a r’ s P rize s
Glasgow,
Jim Borden; Woodburn
; “a brilliant speaker and one of Amer- tain.
; lea's outstanding authorities on Ori- Fifty-five-year-old Mrs. Mary Per- W ill Be Given Brown, Hamilton, Wayne Richards;
Harry Stockman, Hamilton, Strachan.
; ental and Far Eastern problems."
made the trip easily. From the
Written in a light, amusing vein, the
: Close’s last stop before Missoula is shina
peak, which Is 6,600 feet high, the
At
Convocation
plot of “His Widow’s Husband” con
i. Spokane, where he will also discuss hikers
could
see
the
Bitter
Root,
Mis
cerns the death of “a great man,”
Far Eastern affairs.
and Rattlesnake ranges. Dr. Lit
whose monument is about to be un
| Upton Close is the pseudonym of sion
tle
described
it
as
being
“very
suit
Special
Meeting
of
Student
veiled
as the scene opens. His widow
: George Washington Post, American able” for ski trips and said that he
has recently remarried, much to the
^journalist who was graduated from didn’t know of a mountain as low as
Body Will Be Called
shock and disapproval of his two
: George Washington unlverstly 18 it with as good a view.
To Make Awards
maiden sisters. Humor slips in when
years ago. After his graduation Close Another scouting trip into the Mis
the latter ladies realize that the base
went directly to China, where he sion range is planned for this Satur Prizes and Awards convocation will of
brother’* statue is graced by
; served as an American newspaper cor day. They will ascend the mountain be held May 23 at 10 o’clock in Main thetheir
nude figures of Truth and Com
respondent for several years. Always along the saddle trail that crosses hall auditorium. “All people who merce.
Other
situations bring
deeply Interested In the problems of over the range opposite Ronan. This might be winners should make it a out the socialhuman
atmosphere in which
. the Orientals—particularly the Chin pass divides the rugged section of the point to be present,” Dr. W. P. Clark, the
author
drew
his
comedy.
ese—Close was an aid to Wu-Pei-Fu, Mission range and the mild section. chairman of the committee, said.
Special scenery Is being constructed
serving as chief of the department of Only expert skiers with short skis, This convocation is held solely to under
the direction of Melvin Hedine,
f foreign affairs.
metal toe pieces, blocks or ski sleeves, announce winners and award prizes •stage technician, whose work on the
Previously he had advised the stu- dark glasses and flashlights should and is expected to become tradition stage set of “Twelfth Night,” winter
• dents during the Chinese student re attempt the trip. The expedition will ally a prelude to commencement. quarter major production, helped to
bellion of 1919 and had been an in leave the Quality Market at 3:30 Until last year announcements were make that play a success. Andrew
vestigating official for the United o'clock Saturday morning. It will cost strung out through the year in the Corry, member of the state university
Slates after the Japanese invasion of students and unemployed 60 cents and Kaimin or other media or made at faculty, is directing the play which is
i the Shantung peninsula.
others $1.20. The trip will be led by commencement exercises.
longer than most one-acts. It is a
| Ormsbee, who with his committee Dr. Little and Professor Snell. "
Announcements of all awards won full-hour performance.
has worked in co-operation with the Mrs. Edward Little will lead the during the year will be made at this Included in the cast are Robert
Missoula Community Concert associa monthly picnic April 14. Will Cave's time. In all cases that it is possible Young, Livingston, as Zurita; Robert
tion selection committee, said yester cabin on the Rattlesnake is the pro the recipients will be kept secret but Bates, Great Falls, Florencio; Henry
in such cases as the Aber Oratorical Loble, Helena, Casalonga; Ada For
day that “the Upton Close program posed site for this function.
will bring to a finish a program series The following Sunday is Easter and contest where the winner has already sythe, East Cleveland, Carolina; Manwhich has provided fine entertainment the Mountaineers will be inactive until been announed, the prizes will be zer Griswold, Helena, Valdevieso;
and keen enjoyment for students and April 28 when Professor Hampton K. | awarded at this convocation.
Ossia Taylor, Missoula, Endocia, and
l townspeople. We are going ahead Snell will lead the first hike up Stark Dean R. H. Jesse will make the Mildred McDonald, Baker, Paquita.
award*. A musical program under
with plans for fine programs for next mountain juft out of Alberton.
Next Wednesday the supper stroll the direction of Dean DeLoss Smith,
year.”
An announcement made last week at ers will meet at the entrance to Green- will feature a mixed quartette and
the Barrere-Salzedo-Brltt program ough park and proceed up Water violin solo. All those on the program
was erroneous, Ormsbee said. The Works hill by way of Cherry gulch. will be seniors. Students from all
statement was made that slate uni Between 8 and 10 o’clock the same classes, however, are eligible to re
versity and high school students could evening they will hold their bi-weekly ceive awards and prizes.
Dr. H. G. Merriam will give a short
secure all-season tickets next year for swim in the Wilma plunge.
address appropriate for the occasion. J. Koiintz, X. Dlvel, A. Wickware
$1.60. That statement should have re. ferret! to high school students only,
Win Offices; A. Evans Is
FERA PAY CHECKS READY
since state university students,
Parade Chairman
through activity tickets, pay approxi
mately fifty cents for the five-part FERA pay checks for March have
Gladys Swanson, Glendive, was
been received at the business office
program.
chosen president of the Associated
Central board is expected to begin and are being distributed. Students
Women
Students in the election held
discussion of next year's outside en are urged by Timekeeper Phil Rob Year’s First Criminal Action Case last Friday
afternoon in Main hall.
Is Slated for Thursday
tertainment program when the student erts to call for their checks.
Other
new
officers are Jean Kountz,
group meets today.
Whitehall,
vice-president;
Nan Divel,
On the docket of the university law
secretary, and Alberta Wick
school practice court is the first crim Butte,
ware,
Valier,
treasurer.
Petitions for Kaimin, Sentinel
inal action case to be tried this year.
When Prosecuting Attorney Newell The incoming officers will take over
opens the case of State vs. A. W. S. business at the next meeting
Positions Are Due on April 19 Gough
Simmonds next Thursday night, he on April 15. An informal banquet will
will be prosecuting a case that was be held that night at the Coffee Par
lor at 6:15 o'clock. Old and new offi
Petitions for editors and business I be a senior at the time he is holding actually listed on the Missoula county cers
and outgoing executive board
Appointment to this office is docket a few years ago.
managers of the 1936 Montana Kaimin office.
based upon services rendered to the The case was listed under a differ members are invited.
and Sentinel will be due Friday, April manager of the previous year or to ent name and was never brought to Annie Evans, Roundup, was elected
19, according to an announcement the present manager. Business ability trial. It concerns a man who had a chairman of the annual A. W. S. Lan
from the Publications board. Publica and knowledge of advertising are con quarrel with his hired man. ran into tern Parade, which will take place at
the close of the final SOS on June 1.
tions board will meet on Monday, sidered in the choice of business raan- his house and secured a gun and fired The
official ceremony of exchange of
upon the hired man and wounded him.
April 22, to select those who will be Iager.
authority
from outgoing to incoming
The
state
charges
this
man
with
as
recommended to Central board for the Central board appoints the editor of sault with Intent to kill and the man's officers takes place during the parade.
the Sentinel upon the recommendafour positions.
This
year’s
officers are Ruth Polleys,
plea
is
that
he
acted
in
self-defense.
The editor of the Kaimin must have Itions of Publications board. Bases
in this case will be New Missoula, president; Annie Evans,
been editor of the Sentinel or have I for appointment are the same as those ellPrincipals
prosecuting attorney for Roundup, vice-president; Kay Rand,
served on the Kaimin staff at least of Kaimin business manager—junior the Gough,
state; Charles Johnston, attorney Butte, treasurer and acting secretary,
one year. He must have attended the j standing, past services and ability.
for
the
defense:
Hubert Simmonds, in place of Pearl Johnson, Lewistown,
state university at least two years and Any student of junior standing may defendant in the action,
Lee Met who did not return to school winter
have at least 75 credit hours at the apply for the office of business man calf. prosecuting. Judgeand
Walter Pope quarter.
time of election and he must be a ager of the Sentinel.
Nominations and election of a social
will
preside.
journalism major. He will be chosen The Publications board is composed
service and a traditions chairman will
by the Publications board and will be of Tevis Hoblitt, Florence, chairman;
be
held at the next meeting, and a vote
NOTICE
subject to the approval of Central {Mrs. Lucille Johnson Armsby, secre
will be taken on women named for
tary; Donna Hoover, Wallace, Idaho;
board.
law school smoker, scheduled queen of the May Fete. The four high
The business manager of the Kaimin Colin Raff, Missoula; Gordon Cunniff, TheWednesday.
April 10, has been est names will he voted on in the Aber
is appointed by the members of Cen Augusta: Richard Farnsworth, Mis- for
postponed until Wednesday, April 17, Day all-university elections.
tral board, upon written recommenda Isoula; Ruth Polleys, Missoula: Rich due
to
illness
among
the students and
tion of the Publications board. To be ard Shaw. Missoula, and Joan Wilson. those who were to supply
WEATHER FORECAST
the enter
eligible tor this position, a student Lewistown. Faculty members of the tainment.
must have junior standing at the time board are E. K. Badgley, R. L. HousCloudy
and eokL, clearing later.
THE
COMMITTEE
of appointment in order that he will man and H. O. Merriam.

Gladys Swanson
Chosen President
In A.W.S. Race

Law School Court
Has New Problem

Estimate Made Last Fall By Dr. Clapp
Is Confirmed By Present
Registration Report

Tour at Wilma Tonight

Actual gross registration for 193435 as reported yesterday confirms the
estimate made last fall by President
C. H. Clapp that registrations would
reach 1,900. That Is the figure that
was given out yesterday at the presi
dent’s office. More spring registra
tions are expected to send the figure
above the early estimate.
The figure is 292 more than at this
date last year when registration was
1,608. The increase is 11.8 per cent
Gross registration for this quarter
is 1,500, a jump of 181 over last year.
The figures revealed that 176 students
in attendance last quarter did not re
turn this year (as compared to 162
in the same classification last spring)
and that 32 new students registered
(as compared to 45 last year).*The president’s office pointed out
that it was just a year ago that FERA
work was instituted on the campus.
This resulted in returning many to
school who otherwise would not have
registered for spring, 1934. Whereas
the 1935 winter quarter enrollment
showed more than a twenty per cent
increase over last year (when FERA
had not been instituted), the 1935
spring quarter enrollment shows a
more nearly normal increase, since
the figures for both years are made
on the basis of extra aid to students
through FERA and resultant increases
in enrollment.

Critics Hail “The Birth of a Notion” as Superb Vaudeville
Entertainment; Matinee and Two Evening
Performances Will Be Given

Spring Term
Masquer Play
Is Announced
“Gold in the Hills” Named
As Major Production
May 8, 9 and TO
"Gold in the Hills” or “The Dead
Sister’s Secret.” by J. Frank Davis, a
melodrama of the nineties, will be the
Masquers’ spring quarter major pro
duction, to be given in the Little The
atre on the campus May 8, 9 and 10.
Barnard Hewitt, director of dra
matics, has announced the cast, and
rehearsals will start soon. Anyone
who cannot work is asked to see Mr.
Hewitt immediately. Scripts for mem
bers of the cast are now ready.
The Speaker of the Prologue will be
Melvin Maury, Miles City; Lizzie
Jones, Ossia Taylor, Missoula; Bar
bara Stanley, Eleanor Speaker, Liv
ingston; Hiram Stanley, Woodburn
Brown, Hamilton; Nell Stanley,
Eleanor Miller, Great Falls; John
Dalton, Orville Skones, Missoula;
Richard Murgatroyd, Willis Haskell,
Glendive; Sam Slade, Manzer Gris
wold, Helena; Jenkins, Stratford Pet
erson, Troy; Big Mike Slattery, Carl
Chambers, Billings; Pete the Rat,
Toro Ogle, Butte; Old Kate, Helen
Meloy, Townsend; Slick Steve, Ernest
Reed, Missoula; Little Tommy, Mar
garet Henrikson, Missoula; Mamie,
the Queen of the Bowery, Ada For
sythe, East Cleveland, O.; Maggie, Hilda
Harter, Forsyth; Pearl, Eleanor Snow,
Missoula; Irene, Joan Morrison, Mis
soula; Bill the Dip, Bill Marion, Mis
soula; One-Punch Dugan, Victor
D’Orazi, Missoula; Chuck Conners,
Peter Meloy, Townsend; A Derelict,
Harry Stockman, Hamilton; Reginald
Vanderlop, Allan Schwartz, Gildford;
Mrs. Vanderlop, Marjorie Harris, Mis
soula; Edith Vanderlop, Jean McConochie, Lewistown; James H. Glue,
Roger Clapp, Butte; Harry, Ed Mc
Kenzie, Missoula; Izzy, Ernest Rand,
Butte; Rose Robinson, Dorothy Ann
Ballly, Missoula.
There are to be both song and
pantomime parts.
SPI'K-BEAK PAW DANCE
Tanan-of-Spur and Bear Paw,
sophomore honorary organizations,
will sponsor a dance to be held in
the men's gymnasium Saturday,
April 13, with Les Smith and his
orchestra furnishing the music.
Several added features have been
worked out by the members of the
arrangements committee, but will
not be announced until the day be
fore the dance. The admission
price of the dance is 25 cents per
person.

Hailed as an outstanding production by critics in the six Montana
cities where successful performances have already been given, the cast
of “The Birth of a Notion" has returned to Missoula and will offer
local theater-goers three performances today in concluding the state-

Awide tour. There will he two evening
performances at the Wilma theater
tonight. The matinee was presented
at 2:30 o'clock this afternoon.
has been well received in
Meetings Draw allThethe show
cities where it has played, be
ing rated as of higher quality than the
University Men usual traveling vaudeville production
made up of professional actors.
The Lewistown Democrat-News In
Merriam and Daughters Are commenting on the all-university pro
duction which was presented there
Visitors at Conferences Friday
evening said: “The various
Held in Spokane
numbers, consisting of singing, snappy
band music, tap dancing, features and
Professor H. G. Merriam, chairman short comedy skits combined in mak
of the English department, returned ing up one of the most pleasing vaude
last week-end from the Inland Empire ville shows seen on the local stage for
Writers’ conference and the meeting some time past; the arrangement of
of the Northwest Association of Col the stage and settings in which the
leges and Secondary Schools, at Spo Montana M was strongly featured add
kane. Washington. Freeman Daugh ing much to the success of the whole.
ters, dean of the education school, “Manager John Trewhela is to be
represented the other departments complimented for bringing this fine
and schools of the university at the group of young university entertainers
meeting.
to the city and the university may well
Presiding over the Writers’ confer feel proud of the entire personnel.”
ence was Russell Bankson, whose Other critics in the cities where the
book. “Klondike Nugget,” telling of show has been given were equally out
the history of Gene Allen, who pub spoken In their praise.
lished the only newspaper on the The show was written and directed
Klondike gold rush, was recently pub by Phil Pollard. Red Lodge, and David
lished. Registered attendance at the Duncan, Billings, and was booked by
conference numbered 263. A poetry the Montana division of the Fox-West
contest in which there were 360 en Coast theater company after the
tries, and a short story contest were authors had held several conferences
held in conjunction with the meet. with Will Steege, divisional head.
Vardis Fisher, who taught in the Eng “The Birth of a Notion” is entirely
lish department at the state university a product of student work. It is com
last year, spoke on the author’s rela pletely original and combines excel
tion to writing.
lent singing, dancing and music with
Gridiron Banquet, sponsored by clever comedy numbers to make a
Washington State college chapter of highly entertaining and novel pro
Sigma Delta Chi, honorary men's jour gram. It is a full-length vaudeville
nalism fraternity, was held Thursday | and will be n tonight in connection
evening of the conference. More than
feature picture at tfye Wilma
two hundred invitations were ac- theater.
cepted.
In addition to Pollard and Duncan
The Northwest Association of Col- other members of the cast are Les
leges and Secondary Schools hopes to Smith, orchestra leader, Chehalls,
establish a Northwest Philological as- Washington; Vernell Williamson,
80ciation for teachers of classics, for- Chehalls, Washington; Vernard Kileign languages and English. Its pur- born, Pullman, Washington; Luelln
pose would be to take account of re- Head. Casper, Wyoming; Don Larson,
search. Papers would be presented i Great Falls; Kenneth Coughlin, Butte;
to the association for its approval.
Kermit Eckloy, Lewistown; Leo ValiSixty Montanans attended the an- ton, Seattle, Washington; Edward
nual Montana Breakfast held in con- Jeffrey, Cabin City; Andreas Grande,
junction with the conference. Flow Lennep; Joe Gillen, Lewistown;
ers were sent to Dr. C. H. Clapp, who George Jackson, Helena; John Grawas at that time in Spokane to under velle, Hamilton; James Bushelle, Lew
go a physical examination. Dr. M. J. istown; Bill Marion, Missoula; Frank
Elrod and J. F. Hamilton, dean of men Shaw, Deer Lodge; Nila Pittman, Hel
at the state college in Bozeman, were ena; Kthelmae Kabl, Missoula; Ruth
Avery, Missoula, and Marian Morse,
sent telegrams.
Poplar.
Jocko Shenk, Erie, Pennsylvania,
NOTICE
constructed the stage effects and ac
May Fete tryouts will be held Wed companied the show as stage manager.
nesday afternoon at the Little Theatre Although previously announced that
from 4 to 6 o’clock. All university Mrs. A. F. LeClalre would be chap
eron, Mrs. L. C. Ennis traveled with
women are urged to try out.
BARNARD HEWITT the cast in that capacity.

Inland Empire

Distinguished Trio Lays Claim
To Friendship o f Forty Years
By Harold Stearns
Georges Barrere, broad-shouldered,
be whiskered, brown-suited “monarch
of flute players” busied himself dis
patching a sheaf of letters at the hotel
desk while awaiting the return of his
two companions from a shopping and
sightseeing expedition.
“I cannot understand it, m’sieu.
They knew, those two young men,
that an interviewer would be here at
2:30 o’clock and it Is now the hour.
Ah, at last.”
"Carlos Salzedo,” he said indicating
a little, smiling dark-haired man in a
brown-striped suit, blue shirt, whose
reputation of being the commanding
figure of the harp world was evidently
not based on stature. "And this is
Horace Britt, the artiste of the ’cello.”
The latter, taller than either of his
friends, slender and distinguished by a
thin moustache and a shock of typical
musician’s hair, bowed jerkily from
the hips and voiced pleasure at the
introduction.
“Shall we go to my room? It will

be more private,” queried Barrere,
suiting his action to the words and
leading the way up the stairs. The
room was & typical hotel room, suit
cases occupying the chairs which the
host hurriedly swept onto the floor.
“I observe you are looking at the pic
ture upon the dresser. It is that of
my son in his military school uni
form.”
The long association of the three
was easily evident from the cheerful
repartee that was exchanged through
out the Interview. Each would inter
rupt the other in the midst of an
answer to a question with additional
information or a good-natured joke.
“Understand, we are not just a profes
sional traveling group.” explained Mr.
Barrere. "Britt and I have played
together for forty years and more, as
we were classmates in Paris and Car
los has also been associated with us
in a friendly nature for Dearly as
many. However, we hare toured to
gether for only three years as a group,
(Contented os Paso Poor)
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Friday, April IS
Phi Sigma Kappa.....................Fireside
Sigma Nu........ Cord and Cotton Dance
The Mills of Knowledge Grind
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.....Spring Formal
Member of the Major College Publication*
Represented by A. J. Norris HUl Company, Call Building, San Franciseo: 166 E.
(A typical conversation overheard)
42nd St. New York City: 1081 S. Broadway, Loa Angeles, Calif.;
Saturday, April 18
1006 2nd Ave.. Seattle; 128 W. Madison St. Chicago, Ul.
Yeah, we'll toss a beer bust Sunday Bear Paw-Tanan-of-Spur............Dance
—same
old
place,
the
Rattlesnake
.
.
.
Entered aa second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act of Congress,
Go to window one, get any twelve
March 8, 1879
Alpha Chi Omega
profs to sign-It, wait until doomsday Formal initiation was held Friday
Subscription price, $2.60 per year
or its equivalent. . . the committee on night
for Evelyn Bain, Belgrade;
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
admission and graduation , . . picking Verna Smith,
Hardin; Jane LeClaire,
a new coach . . . Yeah, she’s back— Billings; Maybelle
66
Erickson, Billings,
some number—I've got her lined up and Marjorie Anderson,
Sat
for the dance and I'll hand out a hint urday a formal Initiation Circle.
_____ ___ Associate Editor
and
________ Business Manager
or two that I'd like to go to her dive homecoming ball was heldbanquet
GORDON N. GUNNIFFat
the
Flor
. . . Probation. Yeah, can’t carry over ence hotel. Alumnae present were
fifteen hours, thank God . . . Beauty Mrs. Leon Hampton, Helena; Mrs.
contest — some schools'll enter the
Peace-ful Demonstrations?
Johnson, Plains; Janet Macvillage mascot.. . Think I’ll enter my Robert
Butte, and Martha Sherman,
Students and faculty members on this campus are behind a move dog . . . Two D's and a flunk, but Lanahan,
Hamilton. Chaperons for the ball, at
ment being planned for April 12, at which time an anti-war demonstra gosh It's nice to be back in school which
Jack
Terrill's orchestra played,
tion will be held in the form of a convocation observing the eighteenth spring quarter. . .
were Professor and Mrs. B. E. Ben
anniversary of the declaration of war against the Central Powers by the
nett, Dr. and Mrs. Edward Little and
nice little maid of Slam
Mrs. Nellie Hubbard.
United States. Permission has been obtained from President C. H. AOnce
said to her lover Kiam,
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
Clapp for this convocation, and these students and faculty members “You may kiss me, of course.
Chi Omega house were Harriet Bull,
will speak on such topics as the R. 0. T. C., preparedness, munitions But you'll have to use force;
Martha Sherman, Dorothea Bder,
Thank Heaven you’re stronger than I Gladys Swanson, Mrs. Robert Johnson
and war.
According to the leaders of the movement, the local demonstration
and Mrs. Vernon Jones.
will be marked by orderliness and well planned discussion. However,
Are
you
infatuated
with
any
of
the
Alpha Delta PI
their inspiration for the demonstration seems to have come from the
Amazons?
Members of Alpha Delta Pi enter
National Students' league, the League for Industrial Democracy and bloodthirsty
Are you fond of having your new tained
with a buffet supper last night
other allied organizations. These groups, according to recent news shoes trampled into pulp?
stories and the admission of the local leader, have advocated student Do you get a kick out of guzzling
Alpha Phi
strikes and walk-outs from the colleges in an effort to make the dem watered orange juice?
Marlon Smith, assistant registrar of
Do
you
like
to
shove
a
box-car
onstrations more effective.
the normal school at Dillon, was a
a hall?
at the Alpha Phi house during
In the eyes of those who have headed the plans, there seems to be around
Do you enjoy forking out one prune guest
the
week-end.
no doubt as to the worthiness and the universality of their movement. tor a taxi?
They are fighting against war, and that surely is a worthy cause, but o you enjoy having compacts
Delta Gamma
who of us is not fighting war? They have stated their efforts to obtain shoved Into your pockets until you Kathryn Jennings
was a Monday
a member of the military science department as a speaker in defense look like a scarecrow in a hurricane? luncheon guest at the Delta Gamma
Are
you
easily
entertained
by
cute
of the R.O.T.C. have failed, but there seems to be no reason for such stories of how baby brother swallowed house.
a member to defend the R. 0. T. C. That body has trained young men sister's dice?
Delta
in preparation just as young men are being trained in every country If not, turn down a date to Pan- Kappa DeltaKappa
announces the pledging
of the world, but that is no indication that the R. 0. T. C. leaders are Hellenic.
of
Alpha
Stuckey.
blood-thirsty and desirous of war. They might, and probably do, wish (Positively not a paid advertisement Marie Hovee of Drummond was a
week-end guest at the house.
for peace as much as any of us, and we can hardly blame them if they by the Pan-Hel committee).
are opposed to the planned demonstration, which, as everybody should
Philosophers
Sigma Kappa
know, has more opposition In the country and on the campus than The guy who gave up Ice skating Doris McMillan
was a week-end
theirs.
for Lent.
guest at the house.
The leader of the movement states that similar demonstrations are
Lucille Helean was a Saturday
luncheon guest
being planned throughout the country. However, many colleges have Last week I held a lovely hand,
Jo Messmer was a Friday dinner
voiced their opposition to these movements advocated by the National So gentle and so sweet;
I
thought
my
heart
would
burst
with
guest
at the Sigma Kappa house.
Students’ league and its several allied groups. One of these, the Uni
joy
Lois
Anderson was a Sunday din
versity of Maryland Student Government association, has refused to So wildly did It beat.
ner guest
recognize the anti-war conferences sponsored by these groups, brand No other hand unto m y bouI
ing them as “incompatible with the process of democracy.” We quote Could greater solace bring,
Kappa Alpha Theta
Than the charming hand I held last Week-end guests at the Kappa
from the statements issued from the Maryland institution:
week
Theta house were Mr. and Mrs.
“The students of the University of Maryland are not going to At Kelley's—Four aces and a king. Alpha
F. B. Purdy of Havre and Mr. and
allow themselves to be drawn into such meetings. They will re
Mrs. G. A. Lundeen of Poplar.
lentlessly drive against these alien organizations. The students at
Ruth Nlckey and Florence StelnCollege Senior's Prayer
Maryland will guard zealously the principles of American govern
Oh Lord, send me a job, a lucrative brenner were Thursday night dinner
ment, its ideals and traditions, and will never allow their univer job, a good paying job, a monied job, guests at the house.
sity to become the battlefield for the National Students’ league a big job, a job rating much shekels,
Corbin Hall
any kind of a job and strength
and the League for Industrial Democracy to hold their strikes, oh,
enough to spend my wages e'er I die Betty Daniels of Deer Lodge was a
picketing and seditious campaigns
so the devil will be prond of me when Saturday night dinner gueBt.
Betty Brlckson was the Sunday din
We may point out that we have no radical dislike for the local move he gets me.
ner guest of Alice Berland.
ment, because it is undoubtedly different from the plans that are being
Carol
Olson spent the week-end at
Troth—Not
Poetry
formulated in some sections of the country. An orderly, well-planned
her home In Helena.
Elections
discussion may have much appeal, and the movement may accomplish
Elma
Cerise has returned from a
Elections
much in swaying student views to its side. However, the statement
ten-day visit at Klein.
Aren’t very far away
that these strikes and convocations are universal is untrue, because
Because
Kappa Kappa Gamma
there are many colleges and universities in this country which are
Candidates
Betty Barnes and Evelyn Hughes
Are
wandering
about, they say,
opposed to the demonstrations, and these colleges form just as influen
were Thursday dinner guests.
With
tial a part in the young students’ groups as do the others. It seems to
Kappa Kappa Gamma held formal
Their hands
us that “peace demonstrations” can be carried out more effectively as
initiation on Saturday for Olive Mc
Cupped to their ears
Leod, Margaret Lucy, Charlotte Ran
they are being carried out on this campus, and not by strikes and
To see
dall, Virginia Crutchfield and Mary
It
picketing led by such organizations as the forces behind the present
Leaphart of Missoula; Marjorie LeThey can hear
movement.
mlre of Ronan, Mary Lou Hay of Bill
The public's frenzied wail
For a square-dealing candidate ings, Virginia Lou Walters of Kellogg,
Lei?8 Work on Aber Day
To accept an office In the early days
Of May.
Aber Day has once again been given the hearty approval of the
RESOLVE TO LOOK TOUR BEST
ON EASTER
student body and the tradition will be continued. The late Professor Yours till combs come equipped
William M. (Daddy) Aber, a member of the first faculty, was a lead with wisdom teeth.
Modern Beauty School
Published ■lemi-weckly by the Associated Students of the State University of
Montana

ing force in the beautification of the campus, and to him the tradition
is dedicated. While its main purpose is not to do the campus clean-up
work but rather to bring the students closer together, we feel that
work is a wise part of the program. Students engaged in work on Aber
Day are brought much closer together than they are at a play day.
The mere fact that they are doing something to better the university
tends to create a better student spirit and greater pride in their institu
tion.
Last year FERA workers had completed the usual campus tasks be
fore Aber Day arrived, and as a result the day was given over to a
planned program of events. We feel that Aber Day under those con
ditions was successful in accomplishing the main purpose of the tradi
tion, but we also feel that it might be done just a little better and with
more lasting results if there was work to be done.
This year students could be put to work cleaning up the debris
around the Student Union building and seeding the ground for grass.
It would also be extremely wise to remove the patch of weeds behind
the law building and in front of the library, replacing it with grass.
With the completion of the Union building, a greater number of people
will be drawn to that portion of the campus. It should look better than
a prairie.
Thus if this work was carried out on Aber Day, a worthwhile task
would be accomplished. The students would benefit both from the
beautification of that portion of the campus and from the closer re
lationships brought about by working together.
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Alpha Tau Omega announces the
pledging of William Flynn and Wil
liam Sagin of Butte.
Mike Kennedy of Helena and Ray
Kennedy of Havre spent the week-end
at the Phi Sigma Kappa house.
Ralph Brandt, a former student at
the university, who has been attend
ing the University of Minnesota Is a
guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa house.
James Martin of Butte was a week
end guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa
house.
Mrs. F. B. Purdy of Havre was a
Saturday dinner guest at the Phi
Sigma Kappa house.

spring—a large and lusty wasp which
had resented being disturbed la lu
Ill When a Man Bites a Dog warm sheepskin-lined have nand reg
| It’s News, Bnt If a Wasp istered Its displeasure with the hearty,
Insertion of a stinger. There Is nhw i
II Bites a Man It’s Spring
no doubt of spring's speedy arrival'
amongst the hardy souls in that fra
A certain slumberer in a campus ternity.
fraternity house Siberia reached
sleepily for his jangling clock one
morning last week, his vision reveal Ralph Brandt, who was graduated
ing meanwhile through the open win in economics and sociology last year
dow a world of snow. Br-r-r-r. More la to work in the transient office in
winter! Was there no possibility of Butte, He has been attending the Uni
of Minnesota on a six-month
forthcoming spring? Shivering with versity
disgust more than actual chill he ven FERA scholarship.
tured his toes into a pair of sheepskin
moccasins that passed muster as slip Sylvia Jevnager has a job as secre
to tbe.superintendent of the pub
pers and raced for the comfortable tary
lic schools.
downstairs.
Suddenly the remaining Siberia
APPLICATION PHOTOS
denizens who yet slumbered peace can be secured at The Old Masters
fully awoke to hear a blood curdling Studio, 312 North Higgins, 4 for 26c
scream of superhuman carrying pow or SOc per dozen, two poses. Also 6x7
ers. Nothing short of a murderous at enlargement Included with each roll
tack could evoke such a yowl. Twenty developed and printed at The Old
loyal brothers In the bonds raced for Masters Studio, 312 North Higgins.
the second floor Intent upon rescuing Open evenings and Sundays^—Adr.
the victim. But no stiff and stark
corpse greeted their eyes. Instead the
early riser sat nursing one bare foot
and cursing the first harbinger of

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Initiation
Sigma Alpha Epsilon held formal
initiation Sunday morning for Jack
Clute, Missoula; Robert Mountain,
Shelby; Robert Erwin, Dillon; Wil
liam Denty, Deer Lodge; Henry Jackson, Great Falls; J. Marshall Tacker,
Great Falls. Following the ceremony
the new Initiates were honored at a
dinner at the chapter house.

week-end guests at the Sigma Phi Ep
silon house.
Mrs. R. E. Gilliam and Mrs. Mpry E.
Davis were Sunday dinner guests at
the Sigma Nu house.
Walter Cooney was a week-end
guest at the Phi Delta Theta house.
Bob McCue of Butte was a Thursday
dinner guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa
house.

Idaho, Helen Myrtue Flint of Ana
conda, and June Day of Cleveland,
Ohio. The new Initiates were honored
at it banquet at the Florence hotel
Saturday night followed by a fireside
at the chapter house.
Mrs. Alex Cunningham of Helena
was a week-end visitor at the Kappa
Kappa Gamma house.
Mary Jane Browne, Jean Wilkins
and Dorothy Root were dinner guests
on Sunday.
Jane Leonard departed for Butte
Sunday where she will spend a few
days.

What Can It Bee?

JENSEN'S
FURNITURE
Furniture
Stoves
Ranges
and Rugs
136 W E S T MAIN

Mr. R. C. Battey and Cal Battey
were Sunday dinner guests at the
Sigma Chi house.
Walter La Due was a dinner guest
at the Sigma Chi house on Tuesday.
Byron and Ed Miller of Los Angeles,
California, were Sunday dinner gnesta
at the Sigma Nu house.
Sigma Phi Epsilon entertained at an
Easter fireside Saturday night Chap
eron* were Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Pollch
and Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Matson.
Rex.Whitaker and Bad Good were

STETSON

S te tso n h a ts
p r ic e d

( unliped

Lightweight

at

IS) i

The PLAYBOY
BANTABC air*light Stet
float# ars $5,

Crushers

TAN and GRAY

$5.00
TheSport Shop

This hat it* w# bflliflTfl, about what fouTl want to top-otf Am
Spring costumo. It's brisk and chippor—the brim snaps—and
You can mould tho crown as you wflL Good in a rarioty ai
attraction shad—. It's in tho noarost Stotson storo>
JOHN

B.

STETSON

COMPANY

Damaged by a Dog-Denter?
* » . le y A t em O le/ C yole/

and Shop
The Innocent Abroad—The column
Phone 1693
cup to Anna Ben “Last to Discover our Arcade Bnildlng
Identity” Tllzey. Kay Jennings finally
acquiring Ogden Tweto’s jewelry. Png
Nlewoehner goes Tunneyfled by at
tending concert. Sigma Kappa’s rep Some Men Seek Style
resented en masse among intelligent Others Seek Economy
sia. Cubs Coyle consplclous by his
Whichever you’re looking for,
absence but represented by escort.
you'll find both in clothes
Arthur Kntonu killing time reading
made by
New Masses. Marie Christian, Bob
Nelson blissfully unaware of lights out
at North hall Saturday eve. Allan
Cleaning and Pressing
Schwartz seen with Virginia Greyhen).
Roy Sandberg looking us over. Plenty
Phone 2668
of frosh about worthy of paddling.
Athletic committee queries—“What MISSOULA HOTEL BUILDING
will be the Identity of a new coach?

Harry’sTailorShop

NEW WILMA

R IA L T O

TONIGHT ONLY!
T O D A Yl !• EVE.7
MATINEE
and92:30
l'.M.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
Admission 16c and 10c
— in —
ON T H E STAGE!
“The Private Life of
A Selected Cnst of Clever
Colleglnas Present
Don Juan”

“THE BIRTH OF

According to a recent announcement, students in laboratory social
AA Bright
NOTION”
case work at the state university are beginning a new type of work
und Snappy
in their survey studies of poorly adjusted grammar school students of COLLEGIATE REVUE
Missoula. The work, being directed by Dr. Harold Tascher and Ira Fifty Minutes of Songs, Donees,
Comedy, Music!
B. Fee, superintendent of the Missoula schools, will not only offer
valuable experience and knowledge- to the university students, but it LES SMITH AND HIS MUSICAL
will also prove to be a boon to these grammar school students who are ________ MONARCHS
unable to satisfactorily adjust themselves to their environment in
FEATURE PICTURE, TOO!
school.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY!

CHESTER MORRIS
— In —
“ Princess O’Hara”
WEDNESDAY IS
“HAPPINESS NIGHT”

10c and 25c

/W hen Horace Hippohoof drops one of his rockcrushers on Ermintrude Muggins’ dainty instep...
Ermie simply grips the injured dog in one hand
and a sympathetic Old Cold in the other. Old
Gold has a talent for soothing stepped-on feelings.

AT T R Y IN G T IM E S . . . . TR Y A S nvootfi OLD GOLD
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State University Will Enter Full Team
R o v CaT,JU „rIr
In Relay Meet to Be Held at Bozeman ^
“ g

THE MONTANA KAIMIN

— -------Visits Campus
n n Badgley
Kii H v Ip v RReceive
p p p ii /0 Announcements
A nnAiinAA*M -of
/ z1Carnival
! • 11 *
,
1 Adams and
For Interview
Slated for May 4; Distance Men Scarce

Sporty Vents

Baseball Teams
Scholastics Invited
Ask for Games
To Dual Program
With Store Club Neuman Club Asks High School

The coaching situation has cleared ning the four-mile relay and either in
a little with the announcement that the distance medley or the two-mile
Seniors to Breakfast, Meet
the Athletic commltee has chosen five event. Other men such as Stearns, Manager McCoUnm Heads Opening
or six men from a long list of appli Williams and Vadhelm will also have
Workout; Three Practices
The Newman club Is extending an
| Formal announcements of the first annual Montana Collegiate Relay Puget Sound Mentor Applies cants. These men concerned are to run in those events, but Adams
Slated This Week
invitation to all seniors from the vari
shrouded with mystery, but the veil is could use mqre candidates for these
fCarnival in 10 years have been received by Coach Harry Adams and
ous
high schools of the state to a
For Grizzly Football being lifted as these aspirants reach runs.
Manager Morris McCollum’s Student breakfast and meeting to be held dur
- Athletic Manager Kirk Badgley, who have replied that the state uni
Missoula
to
be
interviewed.
o-o
Coaching
Job
Store
baseball
team
aspirants
held
ing Interscholastic Track Meet week.
versity will send a full team to Bozeman on May 4 to compete for the
o-o
The grade-point disasters left big their first workout of the year Satur At this meeting, In the club room at
state relay crown. Besides the relayf>-----------------”
races, all field events are to be held
Roy Sandberg, head coach at College It Is the hope of this department holes in several of the track depart day at the City league park on Hig SL Anthony’s church, there will be a
of Puget Sound, in Tacoma, Washlng- that if an ont-of-state coach Is se ments, but the failing members left gins avenue. Most of the afternoon special program of entertainment and
In order that the whole track team Interfratemity
j ton, was in Missoula yesterday to con lected, that the Athletic committee duplicate performers in their partic was devoted to setting-up exercises also a business meeting. Plans for a
may compete and a full program can
be offered to the spectators. Grizzlies Ball Schedule fer with members of the Athletic com will choose not only the one with the ular fields. There is still a chance and a little Infield practice to sharpen trip to St. Mary's Mission at Stevensmittee. Sandberg is the first of the best qualifications, bnt also the man that Doug Ferris may get back on the the player's eyes for the ball. Three ville will be discussed.
are entered in the shot put, discus
chosen few to arrive here to apply for who comes from a section of Hie coun eligible list for competition in the practices will be held this week, and Captain A. E. Rothermlch will talk
and Javelin throws, high Jump, broad
where he is In contact with good broad jump, but Fred Mills, letterman by that time Manager McCoUnm ex on the various points of Interest of
Jump and pole vault as special con
Is Announced the head football coach Job in person. try
in that department, lost a year’s com pects to have both the team and the the trip. The Mission, which Is the
Sandberg is a graduate of Washing football material.
tenders.
petition because he attended school in infield in good enough shape for a real oldest in Montana, will be of Interest
o-o
ton State college. He played halfback
Although Grizzly distance men are
test
to all who go.
not as numerous as early-season re A. T. 0 . and D. S. L. Clash in 1919-20. After his graduation, he Facing the toughest schedule ever Maryland last year.
o-o
Many requests for games have been Joseph McDowell, who is in charge
j coached Ellensburg Normal for four arranged for a Grizzly football team,
ports Indicated, a full schedule of
In
Opening
Contest
Jack
Rose,
one
of
the
leading
Griz
received
and
the
players
are
looking
of this entertainment, believes that it
years
and
his
teams
did
not
lose
the
talent
on
hand
Is
not
sufficient
relay races has been entered. Trouble
Next Saturday
game in the Normal conference in that to cope with the powerhouse elevens zly distance men, has proved his forward to a busy spring and sum will help high school Seniors to be
will be had in finding enough men for
ability
In
fields
other
than
track.
Rose
mer.
No
definite
dates
hare
been
ar
come Interested In the state university.
period. In 1930 he was assistant coach on the coast Last year with the best
the distance medley relay which con
the track team in eligibility by ranged on the schedule but teams
sists of a 440-yard lap, an 880-yard Schedule of games for the Interfra at Washington State when the Coug players ever assembled here, the best led
37 grade points In 16 hoars of from Butte, Anaconda, Great Falls,
lap, a 1,320 or three-quarter of a mile, ternity Baseball league has been an ars won the Pacific Coast conference the Grizzlies could do was a tie with copping
nounced by Minor Sports Manager title.
a mediocre Oregon State team, not work during winter quarter. Williams Hamilton, Kalispell and Helena will
and a'mile.
The
is another grade-point leader, while be played during the year. Negotia
r Coupled with the four-mile relay Ralph Gllham and is to be started Arriving at the College of Puget counting the annual romp over the other
First
National
Bank
members
came
throngh
all
right.
tions
have
been
started
to
arrange
next
Saturday
by
play
between
Delta
Bobcats.
Sound,
he
lifted
the
team
from
athletic
and the two-mile relay, the Grizzly
o-o
> games with the Universities of Illinois
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
o-o
distance Tunners will be hard-pushed Sigma Lambda and Alpha Tau Omega, dormancy and revived the football
The
first
time
trials
were
taken
last
and
Chicago
when
they
pass
through
NATIONAL
BANK
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
and
Phi
Delta
teams to two Northwest conference Montana cannot produce sufficient
to compete In all the distance races.
IN MONTANA
titles.
athletes to put it on an equal footing Wednesday by members of the dis here on their way to Japan where
Hal Stearns, Doug Williams, A1 Vad- Theta.
tance relay teams, but none of the they will play a series of games with
helm, Jack Rose and Ben Taylor will Thirty-six games have been sched In his coaching position and as a with other teams In the conference. other
performers
will
be
able
to
clock
the
rapidly
improving
universities
need some assistance from others to uled between the eight fraternities player, Sandberg has come in contact Outside help is needed badly. Montana, their trials until the weather man there. Other games to be played will
keep abreast of the Bobcats In the and the Barbs. The play is to continue with three of Montana’s most famous with its small high schools, does not
through for them. If the be with Spokane. Couer d’Alene and
Brushed Wool Sweaters
three races needing distance perform for a month. Games postponed be athletic family—the Dahlbergs. At concentrate on football as much as the comes
weather brightens up by Saturday, a possibly Whitman college and the
ers. Jack Preston will probably be cause of rain will be played after the Puget Sound he met both “Jiggs" and other states in the conference. Even full
mile
will
be
run
and
the
runners
state
normal
school.
Interscholastic
Track
meet,
as
un
$1.95
A1 where they are serving as coach in California which Is considered the
pushed into the half for one race, but
divided attention is to be given to the and assistant coach at nearby Puyal hotbed of coast football, the teams can be estimated.
other performers are needed.
C.
o-o
Pat
Caven
left
Sunday
for
Van
Men's Wear
Opp. N. P. Depot
: Other relay events include the 440- meet during the week May 13 to 18. lup high school. When in college he draw heavily from outside the state Baseball Is starting to take Hie eyes couver, Washington.
yard sprint relay, the 880-yard sprint Delta Sigma. Lambda and Alpha played against “Swede” Dahlberg, borders.
of
sports
followers
also,
with
kitten
Tau
Omega
clash
for
the
opening
whom
he
respects
highly
as
a
coach
o-o
relay, the mile relay and the 480-yard
contest at 10 o’clock Sat and player.
The 1935 Grizzly team will not have bail started by South hall teams and
high hurdle shuttle relay. Roy Peden, inter-Greek
Interfratemity basebaU league
An artist friend sends iis this—
Kenneth Duff, Monte Robertson, Gene urday. At 1 o’clock, Sigma Alpha Ep Outside of the serious business of the manpower to go through a sched the
and Phi Delta Theta tangle for football, Sandberg has made a hobby ule as tough as the one drawn for it. ready to start its schedule Saturday.
Davis, Walter LaDue and possibly a- silon
The
Student
Store
club
has
started
Its
the second game. On Sunday at 9:30 of baseball. His Puget Sound teams The new coach will be able to put a
few others should be able to compete o'clock
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Phi play some of the best college baseball good first team on the field, but he workouts, and will be able to get in
In the sprint relays and the mile relay Sigma Kappa
continue, followed at 11 on the coast. With small appropria will lack reserve power to stop the at plenty of practice before competition
• with the addition of Bob Rutherford o’clock by Sigma
with other teams of the state and in
Chi vs. Sigma Nu. tions he takes his teams on long tours tack thrown at his team.
and Jack Preston for the mile event One game on April
the City league.
16, 17, 18, 19, of Washington and Oregon. Two of
o-o
The 480-yard shuttle relay Is up to and two on April 20 follow.
o-o
All
games
In
considering
coaches,
the
Athletic
his players are certain to receive try
Ralph Gllham, Bob King, Bob Ruther
the week are at 4 o'clock, the outs from teams in the Coast league. committee can wisely select a coach Manager Morris McCollum has such
ford and Gene Davis unless others ap during
returning
veterans
as Frank Vesel,
first to be between the Barbs and Sig
who will be able to Induce players to
pear soon.
Phi Epsilon. Wednesday’s game
come to Montana. It Montana Is to Henry Blastic, Nick Mariana, Jimmy
Just what performers there will be ma
Delta Sigma Lambda and
play the best teams in the country, Meyers, Don Aldrich, Bill Erickson,
for the field events yet remains to be isPhibetween
Kappa; Thursday’s, Alpha
it should have the material to produce Dazz Furlong and others, while several
determined. Fred Stein, Tom Wlgal Tau Sigma
promising newcomers have been re
an occasional winner.
vs. Phi Delta Theta; Fri
and John Gravelie appear as the only day's,Omega
ported among the first candidates.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma
o-o
aspirants for pole vaulting honors. Nu. Saturday
o’elock, Sigma Chi
This comes from the track depart
Brownie Walcott, Seldon Frisbee and vs. Sigma Phiat 10Epsilon;
1 o’clock,
ment—“Wanted: Eskimos, fish and Phi Delta Theta announces the
George Nlewoehner are tossing the
State College Delegates Are Expected polar bears for a state university pledging of Jack Davidson of Butte.
Sigma Lambda vs. Barbs.
Javelin, while John Previa, Naseby Delta
For Play Day; Entertainment
track team. Rain, icy winds and snow
9:30 o’clock on Sunday, Alpha
Rblnehart, George White, Leonard TauAt Omega
Plans Are Complete
are combining successfully to keep the
plays Sigma Nu, and at 11
White and Leonard Noyes are throw o'clock Phi Delta
WE DO TOUR
Theta
and
Phi
Sigma
track men inside and off the track.
ing the shot and discus. Frisbee and
tangle. April 23, 4 o’clock, Ten women, delegates from Montana Work on the track has been slowed
Dry
Cleaning
Walcott, appear to be the outstanding Kappa
vs. Sigma Chi; April 24, Phi state college, will arrive in Missoula by Hie weather, bnt the under-surface
TO PLEASE YOU
performers in the high Jump, but the Barbs Theta
vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon; Friday afternoon as guests of W. A. A. of the 220-yard straightaway has been
’broad Jump should be well taken care Delta
25, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. for their annual Intercollege Play completed. An additional half-inch of
of by Monte Robertson, Rhlnehart, April
Alpha Tau Omega; April 26, Sigma Day. The Bozeman visitors will be screened cinders is necessary before
Roger Grattan and Doug Ferris.
Nu vs. Delta Sigma Lambda. April 27, accompanied by Miss Mary Stewart, the track can be topped off by drag
10 o’clock, Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Sigma director of women’s physical educa- ging and rolling.
o-o
Alpha Epsilon; 1 o'clock. Barbs vs. tlon at the state college.
Phi Delta Theta.
| Final plans for the entertainment of Coach Harry Adams would like to
COMMUNITY
April 28, 9:30 o’clock, Sigma Chi vs. the guests have been completed with have another distance man or two for
STUDENTS 15c
Delta Sigma Lambda; 11 o’clock, Sig A. W. S. scheduled to give a tea in the relay meet at Bozeman. As the
ma Phi Epsilon vs. Alpha Tau Omega. honor of the delegates Friday after squad is now, just five men are avail
LAST TIMES TODAY 1
Tuesday, April 9
April 30, 4 o’clock, Barbs vs. Sigma noon from 4 until 5 o’clock. All A. W. able for the distance events, although
Dear pe op le who m a ke Ar r o w Shirts:
Cinder Artists Who Lack Varsity Alpha Epsilon; May 1, Phi Sigma S. and W. A. A. members are invited. Jack Preston may run the half-mile as
I u s ed to b e k n o w n as the loneliest man
Experience Will Race
Kappa vs. Sigma Nu; May 2, Sigma Friday evening and Saturday, the dele a member of the two-mile relay team
on Ea st 5 7 th Street.
Other fellows h a d dates
Next Saturday
Chi vs. Alpha Tau Omega; May 3, gates will Join with the university and the distance medley relay,
w i th swell- lo ok in g girls. All I d i d was to
The
Year’s
Biggest
Musical
o-o
Barbs vs. Sigma Nu; May 4,10 o’clock, women in a program of athletic en
d r aw pict ur es of them . . . . Fina ll y I d i s 
Comedy Hit!
Men who have not competed in a Sigma Chi vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon; tertainment and competition. Two Jack Rose and Ben Taylor will
cove re d A r r o w U i to ga shirts, S.S.* T h e y looked
varsity track meet will participate in I o’clock. Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Sig teams will be chosen, with representa carry full loads, both probably rungrea t- -t he y fi tt ed great.
As a result, look .
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
the first unofficial meet of the year ma Nu.
tives from both schools members of
at me n o w u p there in the picture.
S e e that
April 10 and 11
next Saturday in order to determine Sunday, May 5, 9:30 o’clock. Phi each squad, and these teams will com
blonde c l inging to m y ri gh t arm, a n d that vision
TWO FEATURES!
the novice champions.
Sigma Kappa vs. Alpha Tau Omega; pete with each other in the various
cl ut oh in g m y l e f t . Th at ’11 give y o u Just a rough
The meet is held early in the season II o'clock, Phi Delta Theta vs. Delta athletic events upon the program.
idea o f ho w ' I ’m doing. And, m y friends, 1 owe
Edmund Lowe in
each year for freshmen and sopho Sigma Lambda. May 7, 4 o’clock, A complete program of the events The Ideal Wall and Ceiling finish.
it all to Ar r o w Shirts.
18 Modern tints to choose from.
“BOMBAY
MAIL’
mores and for those who have not Alpha Tau Omega vs. Barbs; May 8, is as follows:
Gr at ef ul ly yours,
to apply, will not show laps
competed in a collegiate meet. Some Phi Sigma Kappa vs. Sigma Chi; May Friday, 3 o’clock—Delegates arrive, Easy
and dries with a smooth velvet like
“Countess of Monte
finish that will not rub off, crack
events will not be held, as the weather 9, Delta Sigma Lambda vs. Sigma Al register at women's gym.
or peel.
has not permitted Intense training. pha Epsilon. May 10, Sigma Nn vs. 4 to 5 o'clock—A. W. S. tea.
Cristo”
Other events will not take place as Phi Delta Theta; May 11, 10 o’clock, 7 o'clock—Riflery
With Fay Wray and Paul Lukas
60c a 5-lb. Package
pits and runways are not in shape Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Sigma Alpha 8 o'clock—Volleyball
•Sanf or ized- S h r u n k .
WEDNESDAY NIGHT!
and field men have not worked suffi Epsilon; 1 o'clock, Phi Sigma Kappa Saturday, 8 to 11 o'clock—Field
vs. Barbs. May 12, 9:30 o'clock, Sigma hockey, tennis.
ciently on their specialties.
Big
Doin’s
:
Free
Candy
Members of last year's varsity will Chi vs. Phi Delta Theta; 11 o’clock, 11:30 o'clock—Pictures taken.
hold time trials at the same time but Delta Sigma Lambda vs. Sigma Phi 12:15 o'clock—Lunch at Corbin hall. 228 N. Higgins Are. Pbone 5390
1 to 2 o’clock—Tour of Missoula.
their efforts will not count toward Epsilon.
2 to 4 o'clock—Basketball.
novice championship. The meet is ex
,
THERE WAS AN
4 o’clock—Swimming.
pected to Indicate the strength added South Hall Kitten Ball
OUTSTANDING IN
COMMON LAW PLEADING DEBTEDNESS
TO THE
7:30 to 8:30 o’clock—Badminton
to the track team by the sophomores.
I GENTLEMEN, WE WILL TAKE
STATE I N T H E SUM
League Away to Start demonstration, university women;
/ UP THE ACTION OF A DEBT ON
,0F $ J J O ----- ETC...
Saturday's contests will start off a
, AN ADMINISTRATION BOND
lETC.--ARUMPH-F-F
tumbling demonstration, state college
series of meets which lasts through
/ VERSUS THE DEFENDANT ASj
out the season. The novice meet will East Wing A and West Wing B of women.
S U R E T Y - — AH —
South
hall
took
an
early
lead
in
the
be followed by the intercompany
meet, the Interclass meet, the lnter- kitten ball tournament by defeating
fralernlty meet and the university West Wing A and Proctors.
championships contest. Dates for East Wing A opened the tournament
the ensuing contests have not been set by defeating West Wing A, 19-6. P.
but the Interclass meet will probably I Harrington led the winners In runs,
Your Last Summer’ s
be held on May 11, the week between connecting with four, drives for four
Shoes
the State Relay meet at Bozeman and runs. Fitzhugh, McCall and Paulson
the State Intercollegiate meet on each covered the bases for three runs
Dornblaser field.
I while six different players scored for
Events to be held Saturday on the I the West Wing A team,
YOUNGREN
track include the mile and half-mile Proctors proved to be too slow for
SHOE SHOP
runs, the 440-yard dash, the 220-yard (the West Wing B team and succumbed
Basement of Higgins Block
and 100-yard dashes, half a flight of 18-1 to the residents. John Castles
low hurdles, and the high hurdles. On held the Proctors to few hits and
JUDGEMENT AFFIRMED
GENTLEMEN OF THE J U R Y !
the field and In the pits, -the pole- competent basemen prevented scoring j
[MOST S M O K E R S HAVE DECIDED IN
vault. high Jump, broad Jump, javelin
FAVOR OF PRINCE A L B E R T - AND
throw, shot put and discus hurl will
11 CALL THAT GOOD JUDGEMENT—
— - P.Au IS ALWAYS MILD AND
be held. Several excellent perform
The up-to-date Home depends
MELLOW — m - m - m - m - m '
ances for this time of year are ex
AND THERE ARE TWO ,
greatly
on
proper
lighting.
We
pected in spite of the bad weather.
OUNCES IN EVERY TiN/j

R. Dragstedt Co.

Bozeman Co-eds
Will Be Guests
At W.A.A. Meet

Missoula Laundry

Track and Field
Novices Compete
In Opening Meet

“Take a Chance”

M URESCO
Missoula Hardware
and Plumbing Co.

RE-WHITEN

All university women who are In
terested in entering the women’s sin
gles tennis championship tournament
ere urged to see Ruth Nlckey at once.
The tournament will be played off)
during the first 10 days in May. The
Imersororlty tennis tournament will j
also be played at that time. Drawings
lor the intersorority tennis tourna
ment were held last Thursday.

are prepared to help you.

T h e M on tan a P o w e r C o.

e t e jI

m ince

A lbert^

TH E M O N T A N A

Four
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have a little higher original cost, but
they can be left out the year around,
require no adjustments, don't rust,
and are as permanent as the courts. The combined men’s and women’s
The season has come when it is well In the nine years that the Pioneer glee clubs will meet Thursday eve
in Billings have been equipped ning at 7:30 .o'clock in the music
(Conttnoad from Past One)
gar Varesse and I founded the Inter to bring up a question that has been courts
bothering
certain members of the stu with metal nets, the total cost of their studio
On the present trip we are spending national Composers’ Guild to Introduce
in Main hall.
upkeep
has been two dollars every
dent
body
for
some
time.
I
refer
to
Tire weeks, having come from Billings in the United States, new European
three years for a new tape across the Will all Barb men Interested in
last night, Spokane tomorrow, then and American works. After six years the condition of our tennis courts. top.
university, on the other
several recitals in Washington and it was so successful that it was dis At the state amateur tennis tourna hand, The
baseball ln the Interfraternity
to buy several new nets playing
California, Arizona, Texas and up to banded and the Pan-American Associ ment ln Great Falls 'last summer, every has
Baseball league, please get In touch
year. These nets are not with
Minnesota, Michigan, Pennsylvania ation of Composers took its place, this there was an almost unanimous vote weather-proof,
Ben Taylor Immediately? This
constant ad
and back home to New York." "To time to exchange the music of Latin against Missoula as the city to hold justment, need require
mended fre refers to anyone who does not belong
pay the rent,’’ interposed Salzedo and South America with North Amer the 1935 tournament, ln spite of the quently, and are tonotbestrong
to
a
social
fraternity.
enough
ica. I am now teaching at the Curtis fact that it is a more desirable place, for tournament play.
laughing.
both from the standpoint of climate
those
weeds.
The money saved on
“When you are writing concerning Institute of Music in Philadelphia and and
location. Our courts are not fit I Our courts also need rellnlng at that job alone would
us,’’ he continued, ‘do not refer to our Intend to conduct a thirty-two harp for tournament
have been enough
tennis.
least
once
a
year.
Last
year,
the
ensemble
at
the
Federation
of
Music
group as a trio—we are really offer
to put our courts in proper shape for
ing four recitals in one-each of -us clubs' meeting. My hobby 1b interior Balls and racquet strings last only I ^ ne8 weren’t painted until the season a state tournament.
about a third as long here as they do waB hhlf over, and the time before I suggest that a little FERA money
plays alone and then we play together. decorating.”
on other courts in Montana, because
when they were painted was the be spent in improving our tennis
Audiences different? Indeed they are. You bet it is his, hobby,” said Mr. of
fclinlng in two years.
We must adapt our programs and en Britt, "with a Belgian named Buoy, the sand from the back courts tlrst
courts, or if it isn’t available from that
Missoula
gradually coming into source,
cores to suit the situation. And the he designed the truly modernistic which gets ln the balls and grinds the its own as ais tennis
then university money should
community.
For
racquet
strings
away
when
they
come
difference is far from being sectional; music 8lands and stools which we use
be used. In any event it is almost a
time Billings was the only ten necessity
Boise and Pocatellb are as different in ln our concerts. Besides, he is a dis -1 in contact with those balls. The sand anislong
rather than a convenience
town in Montana, but in the last that our courts
their tastes as are New York and Mis tinguished composer and transcribes also wears away just behind the
be repaired.
or rive years Missoula has gained
soula. Do we object to playing en and arranges all our music. Now I cement, leaving a ditch two or three afour
Sincerely yours,
great deal of tennis interest and is
cores? But no. It is a compliment will tell you of myself. I was born inches deep. There is nothing more now
PHIL GARLINGTON.
second ranking tennis-minded
There is nothing more resting than to in Belgium of Belgian parents, dee disconcerting than stepping into that townthe
In the state.
____“PROSPERIZE”
_____
hear the clapping. We have been av plte the English name, and attended ditch just as you are attempting to
As the state university is located
eraging six concerts per week this the Paris conservatory. At 14, I won return a fast ball
Dry Cleaners
tour and are called on for eight to first prize at the conservatory and Our courts are potentially the best here, Missoula should be the center of
thirteen encores. If they ask for the since then have given recitals all over concrete courts in the state. There is Montana tennis. It has a good chance Florence Laundry Co.
music we give it to them.” In the the world, Europe, North and South plenty of back court, and the back of becoming just that, but not until
DIAL 8802
street below a teamster drove by, the America and the Par East. It is there stops are as good as any in the north the university starts the ball rolling. Quality Lnunderers
for 45 Years
iron-shod hoofs of his horses clack I can enjoy my own hobby, lion and west. However, we need something Good tennis courts are a fine ad
ing against the pavement. Like three tiger hunting, but it is not often I can besides sand around the concrete vertisement and a sound investment
youngsters the great men dashed to indulge. While not doing that I play courts. The best remedy would be to for any university.
A LARGE HAMBURGER
the window. 'Too late,” mourned chamber music. Pablo Caasals, one of make the courts concrete back to the I recall last fall a dozen FERA
— and —
Barrere, "I thought I should see a the greatest ’cellists In the world, and backstops and fill in the spaces be workers were put to work clearing the
BETTER BEER
cowboy.”
having played together several tween the courts with concrete. This fields just north of the library and
North hall of dry weeds. Three men
THE MISSOULA CLUB
Seated again Mr. Salzedo suggested times. I was for three years with is rather expensive, however, and not could
have done the same job in one139 West Mala
interviewing each one in turn. “In this IMischa Elman. And today I am with altogether necessary.
It is found that grass is very suc tenth the time by merely burning off
way,” he explained, “you will be able
gentlemen talking to you.”
to tell what each of us thinks or if "You will of course attend the con- cessful on the Billings courts. Oil is
we do think.” Mr. Barrere was th e |cer^ tonight? That Is good. The rest going to be used in construction of
first to unbare his past. “What is it of the afternoon we shall rest and per- some municipal courts soon to be
you want?” he asked. "Well,' I was j haPs practice a few new numbers built in this city. Clay is successful
born—it is customary, is it not?—in I which we intend to present in New also if it isn't too coarse.
Bordeaux, came to the United States! York ln the near future. Ordinarily The university would save money by
thirty years ago, have been decorated I we cannot find the time or the ambi- getting metal nets. Nets of this type
with the Legion of Honor” (displaying Ition to practice on the road but after
CLASSIFIED ADS
the tricolored emblem in his lapel and all, when three men have been playing
good humoredly bursting into the Mar together all their lives, they should
GOLD WANTED — HIGHEST CASH
seillaise. “I attended the Paris con know when they make mistakes.”
prices paid for your old jewelry,
servatory and won first prize ln the The Kaimin reporter dashed down dental
work, etc., by government li
flute competition. I began playing in the stairs just in time to overtake the
gold buyers. Pays up to $25 an
After a dinner dance or fol
‘eighty-nine’ so I have had a lot of time 3:45 bus and barely made a 4 o’clock censed
ounce.
gold to 0. E. Elllng, 409
for practice. I organized an ensemble class on time, while Barrere, Salzedo Lumber Mail
lowing a card party, why not
'l
\
Exchange
Bldg.,
Minneapolis,
of wind instruments in 1910 and and Britt—three amiable soloists and Minn. Will mall check and hold gold
treat yourself to a bottle of
founded a little symphony in 1914. I chums—betook themselves to an after tor ten days for your approval.
have since been traveling, giving con noon of rest before stepping out upon
your favorite beer — it is just
certs and have taught between con the concert platform to thrill fifteen FOUND — BLUE SHEAFFER PEN
the thing.
certs at the Jiulliard School of Music hundred music lovers that evening and pencil Bet at the last concert
in New York. 1 am addicted to cross with an utterly delightful perform Owner may reclaim at the Kaimin
word puzzles and that is me. Now ance.
business office by paying for this ad.
talk to Carlos.”
Salzedo settled back in his chair,
gazed Intently at the celling for a
moment, paused to watch Barrere
stroke and comb his beard and mous
tache, smiled and commenced to talk.
"I was born in Bordeaux, became an
American citizen in 1923”—his col
leagues excitedly announced their
United States citizenry as well, seem
ing extraordinarily proud of the fact
and then motioned for Salzedo to go
on. “To continue, if Georges and
Horace will allow me,” said Salzedo,
“I won first prize at the Paris con
servatory for both the harp and piano
oh the same day. I began playing the
piano at 7 and the harp at 11. I came
to America in 1909 and organized my
harp ensemble In 1917. I am now the
president of the National Association
of Harpists and each year conduct a
huge harp festival of 80 to 90 harps.
Nearly all modern harpists are young;
many girls between 23 and 29 being
particularly outstanding. In 1921 Ed-

Notices

Trio Members Tell Kaimin Interviewer
Communications
Of Friendship Lasting for Forty Years Editor, Montana Kaimin:

For a
Perfect Evening

Cosmopolitan Club Elects
Bill Vlasofl as Leader

Bill Vlasoff, Missoula, was elected
president of the Cosmopolitan club at
Its last meeting. Max Beagarie,
Greenfield, Massachusetts, was elec
ted vice-president; Kai Heiberg, Mis
soula, treasurer, and Alfonso Raquel,
San Manuel, Pang., P. I., secretary.
The next meeting will be held at

7:30 o'clock tonight ln the University
church. Reverend O. R. Warlord will
discuss Inter-radal work in Pueblo
Colorado.
HOW IS YOUR
COAL PILE?

Missoula Coal & Transfer
PHONE 3662

the shirt that studied anatomy!
The Arrow MITOGA owes its success in life to
the fact that it is based on a study of the mas
culine figure.
Its shoulders curve the way your shoulders do
. . . its sleeves taper with the arms . . . and its
waist is cut in just as are the waists of the great
majority of American males.
The result is a better-fitting, better-looking
shirt than most men have ever been privileged
t o wear! And M
keeps its superior fit be
cause it is Sanforhed-Sbrunk—the old bugaboo
of shrinkage can play no tricks with the size.
See our Arrow M
today. They come in
a variety of smart colors, patterns and models.
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TheMERCANTILE,.
« • MISSOW APS H M R UUM UT AND 1M T STM S

To loneliness....! bring companionship
Jm

\joun. v u X $u£/tul
dc

I am a friend indeed. A better friend
than others, because I am made only of
mild, fragrant, expensive center leaves. 1
don t permit a single sharp top leaf nor

Swank Cravat Chain

D rip a .m.rtly acroM the tie—only the
.bow,. Hold, without ftfpptog.
Outstanding in popularity.
Many design* including initials and sport
subjects, 50c, $1,00 and up.
A t JeueUrs and s
E CONPAHX. ATTLEBORO. MAIL

Jewelry Accessories for Men

r - X ity S O u Itt

LUCKIES USE O

CENTER LEAVES

a single coarse bottom leaf to mar my
good taste or my uniform mildness,
I do not irritate. To loneliness I bring
companionship. I am the best of friends.

CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMg|jfc

